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THE NEWSLETTER

Welcome to the first edition of 
the St Peter’s newsletter.  Our 
new regular newsletter will keep 
you informed of what has been 
happening at St Peter's and what 
some of our members have been 
up to.  	


June/early July have been busy 
months.  Jos was licensed in a 
lovely ceremony by the Bishop 
of Hertford, and the Queen 
approved the nomination of our 
vicar, Anne, as the new Bishop of 
Aston in the Diocese of 
Birmingham (see ‘The Vicar 
Writes’).  	


June saw the Friends’ annual 
Summer Fair, the Alban 
Pilgrimage, members of Youth 
Cafe went away for a weekend 

and we had a music themed 
community night.	


We take a look at the Friends of 
St Peter's in our Q&A section 
where we meet the new chair of 
the Friends committee Robin 
Farrar and find out what the 
Friends have in store for us 
throughout the rest of the year.	


Finally, we have a book review by 
one of our parishioners, Pip 
Austin, and the chance to design 
your own Christmas card for St 
Peter’s in our competition.	


Enjoy! 	


Becky Gillibrand

Welcome

ST PETER’S CHURCH, ST ALBANS 
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During the last month or so, St Peter’s has entered a time of both new beginnings as well as endings.  The 
new beginnings include the launch of this new St Peter’s newsletter!  I am thrilled that this is being 
produced and congratulate the talented Becky Gillibrand on an excellent first issue.  	


It has also been a new beginning for Jos, St Peter’s former curate, who on 21st June was licensed by the 
Bishop of Hertford in her new half-time role as Associate Priest and Missioner for Young Families. The 
9.30am service at which she was licensed was a joyful occasion and so many people have said how 
delighted they are that Jos has been appointed to this role.  Jos’s special gifts, energy and warmth bring so 
much to St Peter’s, and ministry amongst young families will flourish under her oversight I am sure.   It was 
also a wonderful opportunity to meet with Bishop Michael early in his ministry within the Diocese. 	


I was looking forward very much to continuing to work with Jos in her new incarnation, but it seems God 
had other plans.  At the start of July, it was announced that I am to be the next Bishop of Aston in the 
Diocese of Birmingham.  I am grateful beyond words for the many expressions of support and 
congratulations I have received, as well as feeling a great personal sadness that I am to leave St Peter’s 
rather earlier than I expected.  I have continued to be very happy here and very committed to the 
outworking of our vision for mission and ministry. I was, however, invited to enter a process which 
involved discernment of a call to episcopal ministry, and then to interviews with a view to the rightness of 
the specific role as Bishop of Aston.  Through this process I came to the conclusion that this was indeed 
God’s call for me.  My consecration as Bishop will be in St Paul’s Cathedral, London, on 29th September at 
11am. I do hope many of you may be able to come and support. Steve and I do not move to Birmingham 
until after this and my farewell service and lunch at St Peter’s will be on Sunday 27th September. 	


Meanwhile, if this is God’s call for me, then God will also be calling someone to St Peter’s to help lead in 
the next phase of the church’s life and growth. Whoever that person is, he or she will find a team of very 
able and talented colleagues amongst our staff, ministry team, officers, wardens, and many wonderful 
people who freely give their time and talents. I have no doubt that God has good things in store for St 
Peter’s.  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The Vicar Writes 
by Anne Hollinghurst
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The sun shone brightly on a fresh, early summer’s morning as the setting-up team moved with quiet 
efficiency to complete the annual makeover from churchyard to fair ground.  A buzz of anticipation took 
over as the stallholders moved in and their stalls came to life just in time to receive their first visitors at 
10.30am on 6th June.	


Business was well under way when Steve Hollinghurst, MC for the day, introduced the recently installed 
mayor, Councillor Gaygusuz, who cut the ribbon over the lych-gate to declare the Fair officially open.	


Music filled the air throughout the day and a relaxed atmosphere was set by members of the Fleetville 
Choir who performed an imaginative repertoire of songs much appreciated by all. There was a change of 
mood when Chris Flegg and his band took over and treated attendees and passers-by to two sessions of 
the best of jazz.	


Children's attractions were proving very popular, with the bouncy castle a high priority for a certain age 
group whilst at the west end of the site a number of games were 
being enthusiastically supervised by members of several Junior 
Church groups under the watchful eye of Jos. Star of the show 
however, once again proved to be Cobweb, immaculately turned 
out and accompanied by members of the Turner family, who 
organised pony rides all day and covered several miles in the 
process.	


Elsewhere, next to the busy toy stall, Jeanne Smith completed a 
five hour, unbroken shift of face painting and was witnessed still in 
action after the designated closing time so as to not disappoint 
those waiting at the back of the queue.  A truly amazing feat of 
stamina! 	


Meanwhile parents and adults were enjoying browsing the usual 
intriguing mix of church and trade stalls and needing no invitation 
to partake of regular refreshment, such as the wide selection of 
home-made treats available in the Octagon or sampling a delicious 
Pimms (or real ale) at the bar supplied by the Blacksmiths Arms.	
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The Friends’ Summer Fair - Sunshine For All 
by Robin Farrar (Chair of The Friends of St Peter’s)
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This year’s BBQ proved to be an unprecedented success thanks to 
a piece of ingenuity on behalf of the organiser. Our usual provider 
had been obliged to withdraw at the eleventh hour so Laura began 
to call in favours and gently twist a few arms.  A generous offer of 
the loan of an industrial sized BBQ was forthcoming whilst Laura’s 
sister and a good friend stepped forward to fire it up in order to 
satisfy a seemingly endless line of appreciative customers.	


Other big money spinners included Peter and Dee’s plant stall 
which doubled as a base for popular Tower Tours, Deborah’s Cake 
Emporium (sold out with time to spare!) and the ever reliable 
Bottle Tombola.  Valuable contributions were also made by Bric a 
Brac, Books, Toys, Friday@Five, Octagon Teas, Blacksmiths Bar, 
Fairtrade and courtesy of the valiant band of bucket shakers. The 
final sum raised, after costs and charitable donations, is close to a 
whopping £3,000 which is destined to go towards the Reordering 
Project. Due thanks go to Paul Cartwright and Lin Johnson who 
supervised the money count (assisted by an ingenious coin 
counting machine), to Reg who assisted before, during and after the 
event, together with anyone else who came forward to lend a hand.	


Above all, however, our Fair continues to generate an incalculable amount of enjoyment for all, goodwill 
with the local community and hopefully shows the best that St Peter’s has to offer.  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 Winter Fair - Sat 28th Nov 2015	


A reminder that St Peter’s Winter Fair will take place on Saturday 28th November in the church. Gifts, 
Christmas novelties and other seasonal goods will be on offer and rumour has it that Father Christmas 

himself will be in attendance to take note of early present requests. Advent Sunday falls on the next day and 
we hope to persuade the Choir to come along to set the scene in the manner they know best.
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St Peter’s Pilgrims at the Heart of the Procession  
by Lisa McCurdy	


The 20th June saw thousands of people assemble in St Albans to witness the annual Alban Pilgrimage, a 
dramatic retelling of the story of St Alban, the first Christian Martyr.  The spectacular procession with 
amazing puppets and costumes has started from St Peter’s for the last three years, and this year was even 
more special than usual with the Archbishop of Canterbury in attendance.	


St Peter’s community was actively involved, with over 30 adults and 
children taking part in the day.  We were puppets (the evil executioner 
was our own Steve Sollis), the Lictors on the balcony with the huge 
magistrate puppet and the Archbishop, beautiful roses and rose 
windows and impressive Roman soldiers.  A number of us also 
supported as stewards, taking care of the large groups of children from 
dressing up in the morning to getting them safely to the special 
children’s worship in a marquee at the deanery.	


The pilgrimage ended at the Abbey with a special Festal Eucharist which 
saw the Abbey packed to capacity.  Visiting dignitaries were simply 
astonished with the scale and impact of the event.	


Our own St Peter’s children even made the front page of the local 
newspaper.  Planning begins all over again at the end of this year. It was 
wonderful to have such a significant involvement from the St Peter’s 
community and we’d like to thank everyone involved for helping to 
create this very special St Albans occasion.  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Youth Cafe’s Weekend Away 
by Jos Perris (Associate Priest & Missioner for Young Families)	


On Friday 29th May about 18 of us met up at St Peter’s before heading off to Carotty Wood in Tonbridge.  
There were 15 teenagers, aged between 13 and15yrs and three adult youth leaders, myself, Hannah Cross 
and Tim Napper (Dagnall Street Baptist Church Youth Leader) who we had borrowed for the weekend.	


We arrived at 5pm, sorted out dormitories and unpacked.  We then had a great game of basketball that 
got very competitive.  Noticeably the four girls, who were allocated two to a team, wisely stayed well away 
from the action in the middle and stayed quietly by the net and scored most of the goals!  That evening we 
played some games (some of which were enjoyed better than others), had some interesting discussions 
and sang a few songs (some more enthusiastically than others) and I think we got everyone into bed and 
quiet by midnight on the first night (less lucky on the second night ….. who told me that the second night 
would be easier?).	


On Saturday, after breakfast, we participated in a maze activity which had a biblical message around the 
Prodigal Son.  After lunch, everyone enjoyed ‘High Ropes’, various other games including a game of football 
for some, badminton for others, some more discussion groups around ‘selfies’ and then we built an 
amazing fire.  We then had a lovely service around the fire, after which we toasted marshmallows.  There 
were plenty of games of ‘Capture the Flag’ in the dark on both evenings.	


On Sunday, we had a wonderful Holy Communion Service and then a swim.  After lunch we finished off 
with an assault course before getting in the car, covered in mud (some more so than others and some 
very wet having fallen in the water).   We returned back to St Peter’s on Sunday afternoon, muddy, a bit 
tired but happily able to say that we had had a good time!	


I personally learnt a whole new range of boys’ tricks that involve cling film and cable ties!  But I can say - it 
was a great weekend. 	


!
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Loved playing 
basketball It was good for building 

relationships

Loved playing 
unsupervised ‘wide’ 

games… (man-hunt and 
‘Capture the Flag’)

Enjoyed the 
activities especially the 

high ropes

Love 
the bedrooms but 

would love tents even 
more!!!

Roasting 
marshmallows on the 

fire was fun!
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Let’s Meet Robin Farrar 
New Chair of The Friends of St Peter’s	


How long have you been a member of St Peter’s and 
how did you get involved ? 	

We have been members of St Peters for about 5 years 
now having been quite nomadic in our churchgoing prior 
to that, including attendance at local Methodist churches 
which reflects my wife, Helen’s background. We are 
fortunate to live just round the corner and maybe it was 
inevitable that we should eventually ‘hang our hats’ here. 	


What things are you involved with at St Peter’s?	

It started with Yvonne signing me up as a sidesman then 
a regular ‘church sitter’ and in between Anne introducing 
me to the PCC. Somewhere along the line Margaret mentioned that I might like to get involved with the 
Pastoral Team being set up and more recently Den and Anne jointly decided that I still must have too much 
time on my hands, so I really ought to consider taking up the baton of the Chair of Friends! I have also 
been known to occasionally act as unskilled labourer for Reg.	


What are some of things you value most about St Peter’s?	

Its beauty and setting spring to mind. I am also moved by the church’s historical significance and relate to 
its determination to move with the times. St Peter’s is arguably of optimum ‘size and shape’, as the cliché 
goes….. ‘Big enough to count, small enough to care’.	


What is your involvement in the wider community?	

I am actively involved with Old Albanian Rugby Club (OAs) and proud to have been Chairman and 
President there. I am a longstanding member of St Albans 41 Club (one stop on from Round Table) for 
whom I organise an annual walking expedition to The Lakes and chair their small (and not too serious) 
Investment Club. One of 41 Clubs’ Aims and Objects is that of community service and readers may be 
familiar with our Santa’s float which visits most roads in the city in the weeks prior to Christmas, all 
proceeds going to local charities.	


What do you like to do in your spare time? 	

Sport has always played a big part in my life and I enjoy watching most sports, playing golf (though often 
erratically!) and fell-walking. Regular visits to the gym help to keep me reasonably fit and build up the 
stamina required to keep up with five very active grandchildren. When we stop for breath, playing with our 
model railway and following the antics of Thomas The Tank Engine and Peppa Pig are high on the list of 
priorities. 	


I have a very wide taste in music, from classical through to that 
produced in the 80s and share a passion with Helen for fresh air 
and holidays, particularly in Europe.	


Name something that you don’t like?   	

Being exposed to political propaganda; listening to pundits who 
take themselves too seriously; the rising tide of celebrity culture; 
raking the lawn and peanut butter (definitely falling into the pro-
Marmite camp!).  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 Joining  The Friends	


If you would like to become a 
member of The Friends, there 

are forms available in church or 
you can email Peter Court 

(giving@stpeterschurch.uk.com)	


mailto:giving@stpeterschurch.uk.com
mailto:giving@stpeterschurch.uk.com
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Have you got any ‘vices’?	

Alas, I have to confess to my fair share of (age-related) grumpiness!!!	


What do you think St Peter’s has to offer the wider community?	

Its aesthetic beauty, its accessibility, being a haven of peace in the very heart of a vibrant city, a very special 
place to visit and become involved with, and a joy in which to worship.	


How could the Friends encourage members of the wider community to support us with membership/ 
donations?	

The Friends group provides the wider community with a ready medium of introduction to St Peter’s and 
all it has to offer though translating this into action is no mean challenge. I suspect the most effective way 
of recruitment would be for existing members to be moved to promote our cause with personal friends 
and acquaintances. Naturally achieving a bigger proportion of membership within the existing church 
family would be very helpful in this respect.	


What ideas are you and the committee beginning to develop for the Friends?	

The organising team are thoroughly receptive to new ideas which would help to enhance the content and 
preserve the balance of the programme: popular talks, lectures, visits to places of significant cultural/
historical interest, musical events and commercial/community events like the Summer Fair.  We have, 
however, already decided that St Peter’s should have a Winter Fair of its own which will take place on 
Saturday 28th November and hopefully will become an annual event.	


How do you propose to keep everyone updated with what’s going on in the Friends?	

There are lots of ways to find out what we are doing. On the St Peter’s website there is the Friends page 
with details of who we are and planned events. For any upcoming events there will be information in the 
weekly notices sheet, on the website plus posters around church.  Additionally, Friends members receive 
regular newsletters and emails.	


Anything further you’d like to say?	

Yes I would like to thank current members for their ongoing support, and to those who have not yet got 
round to it, extend a warm invitation to make the move and join the Friends now.  This is a wonderful 
opportunity to enjoy oneself whilst supporting the church simultaneously. What’s not to like?	
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 Your Questions	


In our next newsletter we meet Moira Dean, St Peter’s Church Manager. Please send any questions 
you’d like her to answer to me (rebecca.gillibrand@gmail.com) and I’ll put a selection of them to her 

for the September feature. Becky

Upcoming Friends Events 	


Talk by Annie Brewster -  16th September	


Wine Tasting by Flagship Wines  - 21st October

mailto:rebecca.gillibrand@gmail.com
mailto:rebecca.gillibrand@gmail.com
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Book Review - The Shack by Wm Paul Young 
by Pip Austin	


Some of our home groups have recently been studying the book The 
Shack. Pip has written a review of the book below.	


The Shack was self-published in 2007 by the Canadian author and 
became a bestseller, despite mixed reviews. It is a novel with a 
Christian message but some people criticised it for being heretical, 
something I did not even consider when I was reading it. It has become 
a text for some church groups, so not everyone views it in this way.	


The book is a page-turner about a man, Mack, whose early life was 
troubled and whose adult life has been seriously affected by a family 
tragedy. He believes in God but keeps Him at arm’s length, unlike his 
wife who enjoys a close relationship with God. The story opens with 
an atmospheric description of winter and by interesting means Mack is 
given the opportunity to go away for a couple of days. He warily 
accepts an invitation to visit the place which is the scene of the 
culmination of the tragedy. He drives to the countryside and arrives at 
the shack of the title, where he encounters three characters: God, 
Jesus and the Holy Spirit. God in particular is a surprise: a jolly African 

American woman. It would be interesting to know how African Americans respond to this portrayal but I 
thought the character was wonderfully warm and idiosyncratic and perfectly displayed that God can take 
any form He chooses, not only the often-portrayed old man with the long beard, but an all-embracing 
person who loves us completely and without question. The Holy Spirit is an Asian woman who floats 
around and is highly plausible as a mystical being who is hard to get a handle on. Jesus is the solid 
carpenter and a good person to be around; much more grounded and excellent company.	


Mack has the chance to question God about why he allows suffering and we walk alongside him on his 
journey as he starts to accept God and understand what has happened. Gradually he starts to gain peace 
and come to terms with the “great sadness” that he has carried for the years since the tragedy. Mack’s 
wife calls God Papa and Mack eventually comes to a similar relationship, despite all his pain and 
reservations; Papa wins him over by force of personality and demonstrations of deep love.	


The book explores the Trinity and the relationship 
between its three, equal elements, and also their 
relationship with humans. There is an interesting, and 
challenging, section on judgement that illuminates God 
and the way in which He loves His children. The story 
itself ends on a “was it all a dream” question but that 
does not detract from its strength or its message. Of 
course, there is much about God that is impossible for 
us to comprehend but the book gives us a sense of 
God’s love, a way in which we can all respond to 
suffering and the fact that we all have our own 
individual journeys. So, whilst there is much we do not 
understand about God, and this book cannot answer all 
our questions, it is full of interesting ideas and is an 
inspiring depiction of God at the root of our lives.  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Newsletter Feedback	


I’m keen to make The Newsletter as 
useful as possible for everyone at St 

Peter’s - so whether you’ve got something 
to share about what you’ve been up to at 
St Peter’s, or a suggestion for something 
you’d like to see in these pages, please 

don’t hesitate to get in touch. Please email 
rebecca.gillibrand@gmail.com

mailto:rebecca.gillibrand@gmail.com
mailto:rebecca.gillibrand@gmail.com
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Christmas Card Design Competition 2015 
Organised by the Friends of St Peter’s	


!
!
!
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By popular request St Peter’s will have its own Christmas cards on sale this 
year.	


The Friends of St Peters will arrange for cards in three separate designs to be 
printed, based either on a photograph or original piece of artwork which 
features the church itself or alternatively a Christmas theme.	


We will be running a competition to select the winning designs which will be 
open to the whole church family and so that everyone can ‘have a go’ the 
competition will be judged in three age groups:	


• 	
 Under 12’s	
                 

• 	
 12 to 17years	
                 

• 	
 18 years and above	
                 

The winner’s name will be included on the card itself and in addition to the 
enormous prestige attached, a small prize will also be awarded in each category 
of winner.	


Entries are required by Monday 3rd August and can be submitted, in one of 
two ways, to Richard Butler who has kindly offered to collate them:	


Photo image (of suitable high quality so as to be able to reproduce well in 
printed form) sent to law@richardbutler.com	


 Paper entries in an envelope for the attention of Richard Butler, marked 
‘Competition Entry’ and left in the church office.	


In all cases please include your name, age category, contact details. For the 
guidance of entrants the finished cards will be produced in A6 size 
(105x148mm) and landscape format.	


Best wishes and good luck!

mailto:law@richardbutler.com
mailto:law@richardbutler.com
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Community Night News 
by Richard Butler	


For the last couple of years we have been holding three community nights a year.  A different Home 
Group feeds us each time and usually we have some activities during the evening.  On Wednesday 3rd June 
about 40 of us met to enjoy the fun, food and fellowship of our summer gathering.  We were treated to a 
glass of sparkling wine on arrival and then, amongst chatter and laughter, we attempted what proved to be 
quite a challenging quiz set by Anne.  She had supplied the first line of a number of hymns and we had to 
try to remember the second lines.  Even with quite well known hymns, the second line often remained 
infuriatingly elusive and the air was full of people singing the first lines of hymns in the hope that 
momentum would carry them into the second line.  Eventually we settled down to eat the wonderful 
buffet prepared by the Home Group led by Nancy.	


The theme of the evening was music in worship.  At St Peter’s we are blessed with an astonishing number 
of able musicians and two of them, Nicolas Bell and Julian Cable, each spent a few minutes speaking to us 
about a piece of music with spiritual significance for them.  The piece which Nicolas had chosen was a 
remarkable and beautiful Alleluia chant, Pascha Nostrum (for Easter Day), sung from a 10th-century 
manuscript.  Nicolas had brought with him a copy of the manuscript and explained some of the nuanced 
instructions in it which are not available in modern musical notation.  We then listened to a beautiful 
recording of the piece.	


Julian then spoke to us about the well known hymn Jerusalem: 
looking at William Blake’s words as well as Hubert Parry’s 
setting.  Sitting at the piano, Julian entertainingly illustrated his 
observations by playing phrases from the music.  He then 
accompanied us to a rousing rendition of Jerusalem that 
wouldn’t have been out of place at the Last Night of the Proms 
(or do I mean a Friday night at the Blacksmiths Arms?).  Finally, 
and by way of contrast, Richard Butler introduced us to one of 
his favourite modern worship songs, 10,000 Reasons (Bless The 
Lord) written in 2011 by Jonas Myrin & Matt Redman with 
some reflections on the words, after which we listened to the 
recording of the piece as we continued eating.	


Afterwards, as usual, we moved through to the chancel for our final short act of worship, again on the 
theme of music, including the wonderful musical psalm, 150.	


Our community evenings are a great way to meet and chat with others at St Peter’s, long-standing and 
new.  The next one is on Wednesday 7th October at 7.15pm. Do put it in your diary.	


!
!
!
!
!

01727 855485 | mail@stpeterschurch.uk.com | www.stpeterschurch.uk.com	


St Peter’s Church, St Peter’s Street, St Albans, AL1 3HG.
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The Newsletter edited by Rebecca Gillibrand 
 E: rebecca.gillibrand@gmail.com T: 07969 552118

 Subscribe to The Newsletter	


If you would like to subscribe to 
The Newsletter,  send an email 
(rebecca.gillibrand@gmail.com) 
and we will add your  details to 

the mailing list. 	


mailto:rebecca.gillibrand@gmail.com
mailto:rebecca.gillibrand@gmail.com
http://www.stpeterschurch.uk.com

